CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR
FMES-IJME ETHICS AWARDS 2022-23
IN COLLABORATION WITH
BANYAN ACADEMY OF LEADERSHIP IN MENTAL HEALTH (BALM)

For Outstanding Contribution to Ethical Practices and Improving Access to Mental Healthcare for Marginalised Communities

AWARD CATEGORIES

- Advocates/champions with lived experience of mental health issues
- Youth-based organisation working in mental health spaces.
- Community NGO or Civil society organisation working in mental health spaces

AWARDS CEREMONY

Will be announced later

We welcome self nominations

9th NBC-5th GMHS 2022-23

Who can apply?

Any Indian nationals in the awards categories serving marginalised and vulnerable communities and promoting the culture of ethical mental healthcare practice.

Nomination form for Category 1, 2, & 3

For queries, please write to us at: fmes.ijmeethicsaward@gmail.com

Twitter handle: @ijmeethicsaward

PLEASE DO HELP US FIND A DESERVING CANDIDATE. IT COULD ALSO BE YOU.